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ABSTRACT
THE ECONOMETRICS OF WAGE AND PRICE DETERMINATION:
THE U.S. EXPERIENCE
by
Vincent F. Regazzacci

The determination of wages and prices constitutes an
important field of applied econometrics as well as a very
relevant topic in that context of changing economic conditions
we have been experiencing since the beginning of the present
decade.
Econometric literature in that field is assuredly
vast and sophisticated, but the tracking ability and the
predictive quality of these studies are by now somewhat
doubtful, for most of them embody two serious flaws:
—

their sample periods don't cover many quarters in

the seventies,
—

most of the time series privileged one independent

variable (labor market pressure variable or inflationary
expectations variable).
We legitimately questioned the relevance of such a choice
in a recessionary-inflationary context the origins of which
are manifold.
Subsequently, we decided to increase the number of
observations covering recent quarters and to expand the set
of explanatory variables.

i

After having provided the reader with a formal justifi¬
cation of our choice of independent variables, we ran two
sets of regressions.

One with SHAZAM and one with FEDEASY-

SHAZAM diagnosed quite well a bunch of difficulties: auto¬
correlation, multicollinearity, and a limited number of
degrees of freedom impairing likelihood tests.

We tried to

fix them up with FEDEASY.
We selected an adequate procedure: a joint combination
of a COCHRANE-ORCUTT iterative procedure and ALMON lags.
This technique yielding results purged from autocorrelation
multicollinearity, heteroskedasticity, and increasing the
number of degrees of freedom.
Once these technical problems are solved, we can still
explain a substantial part of the variance of our dependent
variables in five regressions out of ten ran with FEDEASY.
The main finding of our investigation is the existence
of an intermediate-run positively-sloped inflation-un¬
employment relationship for the U. S. Economy.

Ultimately,

we briefly laid down the microeconomic foundations of our
econometric results.
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To Suzanne.
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1
INTRODUCTION

The determination of wages and prices constitutes,
without any doubt, an important field of applied econometrics,
as well as an interesting topic in that context of changing
economic conditions we have been experiencing since 1969.
Contributions are manifold and increased their level
of sophistication since the publication of Phillips'
pioneering article.
The first chapter will deal with the existing literature
and will try to explain why an empirical reassessment of the
issue might be relevant in the prevailing economic context.
That econometric work will be our main concern throughout
the second and last chapters of this thesis.
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CHAPTER ONE:
A Review of thé Existing Literature

The essential aim of this chapter is to give a real¬
istic assessment of the Econometrics of Wage and Price
Determination in the aftermath of Phillips' innovative
article

[1958, 33], contribution immediately followed by

papers by Lipsey [1959, 23], Klein and Ball

[1959, 20],

Knowles and Winsten [1959, 21] and Dicks-Mireaux [1961, 11].
Similar research were quickly conducted for the U. S.
economy.
These research constitute by no means a homogeneous
body, since econometric techniques as well as underlying
theories substantially differ one from each other in depth,
outlook and sophistication.
Before going any further, let us briefly present the
main ideas we will develop throughout the first chapter.
i—There are substantial theoretical and methodological
differences between Phillips and his followers.
ii—Among this latter group we can distinguish two
approaches: time series and cross-section analyses.
Time series and cross section analyses are obviously
manifold.
loose.

But such a classification is definitely too

So, in the pages hereafter, we will make a departure

between "major" and "minor" contributions.

But an objective

ranking of econometric papers is far to be an easy task. What¬
ever, papers will be labelled "minor":
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i)—either, because they do not belong to one of the
two dominant econometric persuasions (labor market
pressure or inflationary expectations theories),
ii)—or, because they don't meet "minimum" requirements
in terms of economic analysis and/or statistical in¬
ference,
iii)—or both.
On the otherhand each "major" group constitutes a
relatively homogeneous and independent body of research
with a clearly discernible pattern of evolution, toward
more and more sophistication.
Phillips did not only provide the interested reader
with an innovative contribution, he also suggested an unique
method for investigating the problem at stake.
The inverse relation between variations in wage rates
and the rate of unemployment computed for the U. K. economy
and for the sample period 1862-1957, was yielded by a twostage procedure.
Such a two-stage procedure was subsequently dropped by
following investigators.
The first step was an 'averaging' procedure.

Phillips

simply reduced the number of observations from 52 to 6, by
computing 6 sub-periods of roughly eight years, the average
unemployment rate variation of which being equal to zero.
Having transformed his data, Phillips ran an OLS procedure.
The crucial importance of the Phillips'

'two-stage' approach

lies in the treatment of a continuous-time-variable.

4
O
By setting ü = 0, Phillips removed the functional
relationship from the time-domain.

It was the only way to

get the 'phase equation' corresponding to the differential
equation used by Phillips.
The "phase equation" simply provides a pair of infla¬
tion and unemployment values which are equilibrium in the
sense that for that very pair of values, the left-hand side
of the transformed equation will be equal to zero: thus
identifying long-run relationship.
One explanation has been advanced for explaining this
approach: according to that point of view the grouping of
observations was a relevant method of calculating regression
coefficients prior to the availability of large computing
facilities.

This opinion has been defended by Gilbert

[1976, 15].
An alternative explanation, according to Desai [1975,
10]: "derives from the work of Wald who showed that the
ratio of differences in sub-groups averages of the dependent
and independent variables is a consistent estimator in the
errors-in-variables context.
Subsequently, Bartlett and Durbin have generalized this
proposition to improve the efficiency of the estimator."
Desai is probably right when he says that Phillips
procedure was a pioneering estimate of a stochastic differ¬
ential equation, obtained not by a discrete approximation
but by using a transformation removing the problem from the
time domain.
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In this respect, the strutural relationship is a locus
O

or a stationary path along which

= 0.

This is a device

familiar to growth theorists and used in qualitative analysis
of stability of systems of differential equations.
The averaging procedure allows us to write:
{“t

with

Ut

- 9
= 0

(1)

<U

t' “t>

But we have no way of solving for two variables with
only one equation.

with

;DWt = h
1 O
Dwt = 0

A second differential equation is needed:

(U

t' “t5

'

(2)

Thus, we have a pair of non-linear differential equaO

tions in two wariables wt and Ut and they are sufficient for
tracing out the short-run movements of these two variables
around the two stationary paths corresponding to equation
(1).

Desai also compared this technique with the procedure

used by Lipsey and convincingly showed that an OLS technique
yields an underidentified regression when applied to an equ¬
ation containing more than two independent variables.
Whatever the essential fact is that Phillips’ followers
having studied the U.S. economy never used the two-step
procedure described above.

The econometrics of wage and

price determination in the U.S. remarkably ignored Phillips
averaging procedure and developed its own techniques.
It seems natural to make a departure between two sets
of contributions; time series and cross-section analyses.
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Time Series Analyses
We have seen above that our dichotomy

is, in fact,

too loose a classification for being satisfying.

So we

will actually partition our set of empirical works into
two sub-sets of "major" and "minor" contributions.
"Minor" econometric investigations are, however, of
interest in a survey of the existing literature.
Samuelson and Solow [1960, 36]—in their often quoted
article—confined themselves to a qualitative assessment
of the problem at stake and did by no means provide any
econometric work.
Accordingly, their contribution should not be ranked
among the leading papers in that field.
Bhatia [1961, 2] did better than Samuelson and Solow,
although his contribution does not belong either, to the
leading group we have been talking about.

Bhatia simply

tried to explain the rate of change of wage rates in the
U.S. for three sample periods (1900-1932, 1933-1948, 19481958) on a yearly basis, by regressing the rate of change
in money earnings on the rate of unemployment rate, the
rate of change in unemployment and the absolute variation
in a cost of living index.
Obviously, Bhatia simply intended to determine the
existence and the non-linearity of an inflation-unemployment
relationship for the U.S. economy.

His rather crude ap¬

proach embodies several substantial flaws...Bhatia did not
discuss the economic underpinnings (macro and/or micro) of
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his set of regressions.

His samples are too restricted.,

only seven observations in one case.
variables are highly correlated.

Several independent

Unadjusted R2's are the

only available statistics...
Bowen and Berry [1963, 6] tried to check the relevance
of the methods used, as well as the results given by Phillips
Lipsey, and Bhatia.

In fact, it is all but a simple reassess

ment of Bhatia's work with... the same flaws (no economic
rationale, a very limited number of observations, an almost
complete absence of relevant statistical tests...).

(*)

The reader is provided with a set of partial correla¬
tion coefficients and two regressions (run with an OLS
procedure).

The dependent variable was the rate of change

of money wages, and the independent variable being the level
of unemployment...
Perry [1964, 29] implicitly refers to Bhatia and his
followers when he writes that there is a need for a model
offering "more flexibility for policy choices".

From a

theoretical standpoint the inflation-unemployment relation
should be represented by a family of curves, each curve being
associated with different profit rate conditions.

^ ^ In addition to that Bowen and Berry used a time-index
instead of dummy variables to test the existence of struc¬
tural shifts...
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Perry regressed the percentage change in hourly
earnings on: the inverse of the unemployment rate, the in¬
verse of the square value of the unemployment rate, changes
in a cost-of-living index, the aggregate rate of productivity
change, the lagged value on one quarter of profit rates,
and the absolute change in profit rates.
Regressions are run independently and yield according
to Desai, underidentified equations...Although some Ftests are significant at the 99% confidence-level, t
tests seldom are, and the D-W tests indicate either a strongautocorrelation or a misspecification of the functional
forms...

What is not very satisfactory.

period selected was 1947-I-1960-III.

The sample-

These quarterly data

were used in line with an OLS technique.
Bodkin [1966, 4] presented a seemingly well-constructed
essay, embodying a macromodel suggested by Ball.

The macro¬

model is keynesian and has a wage-equation the arguments
of which are the supply of labor, the price level and an
institutional variable taking into account the downwards
rigidity of wage rates.

But, the model tested by Bodkin in

the wake of Ball's paper is much simpler (one equation
instead of three) than we might have expected, and yields
underidentified equations.

Bodkin must be given credit for

having used a large sample (58 annual observations, 19001957) .

He actually regressed the absolute changes in

average hourly compensation in manufacturing on: the
absolute value of unemployment, the absolute change in the
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CPI and a time-index.
F tests are only significant at the 95% confidence
level, and t tests—when provided—are satisfactory.

But

Bodkin does not provide the reader with any D. W. test.
Puzzled by some aspects of Bodkin's findings and
methodology (above all, the flatness and linearity of his
trade-off curve), Rees and Hamilton [1967, 35] revisited
Bodkin's regressions with minor improvements (different
unweighted and unconstrained lag structures) over Bodkin.
Hamilton and Rees paper is all but a reply to Bodkin,
nothing else.
Then Kuh came up [1967, 22] and clearly situated
himself in the continuum of studies we have been talking
about since the beginning of this chapter.
He unambiguously provided a formal macromodel with
strong classical overtones.

The explanatory variable of a

change in wages is, a correspondent change in productivity.
The model tested has only one equation: a steady-state
equation.

In that equation, unemployment has been assigned

a more modest yet potentially strategic role, but the most
important component of the steady-state wage is labor
productivity.

The CPI being a transient, it allowed Kuh

to use Ordinary Least Squares.

Quarterly data were used

and the sample period covered 1950-1 1960-IV.
Kuh's paper is interesting since its purpose is to
compute a long run relationship, but it provides a very
limited set of statistics (adjusted R2), and the regression
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by Kuh is not overly better than a standard Phillips curve.
Among other minor econometric investigations, we should cite
Eckstein's [1968, 12] paper...
a data set and a computer...

It's all but 'fishing' with
He does not discuss the

theoretical foundations of his bunch of regressions for the
sample period 1950-1 - 1960-IV.
Brechling [1968, 8] provided two sorts of econometric
investigations :
—standard regressions of the GNP deflator on distributed
leads and lags of the unemployment rate (five equations),
—and a computation of the components of the observed
variations in the GNP price deflator.

The sample period

being 1949-1 - 1966-11 and quarterly data were used.
Brechling' in his paper computes "steady state"
regressions...where the independent variables are at constant
levels for at least the relevant five quarters, and does not
say very much about his econometrics...
Black and Kelejian [1970, 3] tried to take into account
the simultaneity of wage and price determination by using
a 2SLS technique.
to 1965-IV.

Quarterly data were used from 1948-III

They regressed the percent change in wage

rates on: a variable reflecting distributional changes in
output between one-digit industries, the civilian unemploy¬
ment rate, the absolute change in the civilian unemployment
rate, the percent change in thé marginal productivity of
labor, the percent change in the CPI.
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In other words Black and Kelejian are reluctant to
present a "complete and probably poorly specified model of
the entire economy".
But from a technical point of view, they provide the
interested reader with an equation transformed by the Durbin
method (*) , a standard error of the estimate, a good D.W.
test, a R2, and the mean of the dependent variable.

Dummy

variables also are used.
Spitaller [1971, 41] gave a cross country analysis
with annual data from 1955 to 1968 and purely and simply
regressed the year-to-year percent change in the GNP deflator
on the concurrent level of unemployment.
variables were tested.
weaknesses.

Lagless and lagged

Spitaller's work displays several

First of all, the sample is very small: 14

observations...

Secondly the lag structure is unweighted

and does not exceed half a year.

This second weakness stems

from the first flaw since a longer lag structure would have
seriously impaired the quality of the results, because of
a limited number of degrees of freedom.

Lastly, Spitaller

does not provide many statistics...only determination coef¬
ficients.

Nordhaus [1972, 28], does not lack practice in

the art of 'fishing' with a data set and a computer...and,
in that already ancient paper, regressed the wage level

(*)

Durbin J.: "Estimation of Parameters xn Txme-Serxes
Regression Models", Journal of the Royal Statistical Society.
Series B. 22. (1), I960..
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and its absolute changes on very different explanatory
variables: time index, money supply, real output, inverse
of the unemployment rate, a variable of price expectations,
aggregate consumption expenditures, exchange rates...

OLS

and annual data were used with log and semi-log forms for
1956-1971 (16 observations).

Nordhaus did not expose the

theoretical underpinnings of the equations he used, and his
sample is obviously too small.

Last, but not least, he

did not provide any determination coefficient, or any F
test.

The D.W. test is not satisfactory and t tests—when

provided—are very poor.

Cukierman [1968, 8 and 1974, 9]

discussed and tested twice in a row the same model.

His

main concern was a simultaneous determination of the wage
and price equations.

All the data used were quarterly and

the sample period selected was 1949-1 - 1970-11.

The model

contains two equations and a 2SLS technique was used.

The

independent variables being "standard": GNP gap, percent
changes in the CPI, percent change in exchange rates,
percent change in farm prices, percent changes in wages,
expectations above future changes in the CPI, in the case
of the price equation; and the rate of unemployment, the
percent change in import prices, the absolute variation in
unemployment, and inflationary expectations, in the case
of the wage equation.
Thé Fair method that allows the consistent estimation
of simultaneous systems with first-order serially correlated
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errors and lagged endogenous variables has been used for
the estimation of the wage equation, and the CochraneOrcutt iterative procedure has been used for the estimation
of the price-equation.
It remains that Cukierman's model has a major flaw:
it is underidentified...
After a fairly long microeconomic justification of his
work Menil [1974, 25], regressed the first difference of
the logarithm of an index of the price of gross output in
the private business non-farm sector on the following set
of independent variables: the ratio of unfilled orders to
current sales, the rate of capacity utilization, the
average age of existing machines and a dummy variable
for the price-guideposts.

His one-equation-steady-state

was fitted with a sample of quarterly observations from
1954-III through 1968-IV.
Mohindru [1975, 26] tempted a simultaneous estimation
of an eleven equation model.

The sample period is limited.

The model was solved and simulated for the period 1959-1
1960-IV.

The foundations of the model are not formally

discussed, the model is overidentified, the sample is too
small (8 observations) and the D.W. tests indicate either
a strong autocorrelation or a misspecification of the
functional forms used by Mohindru...
So much for 'minor*, econometrics papers.
Redefining and transforming an independent variable
rather than increasing the number of arguments in a regres-
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sion are the characteristic features of the 'major'
contributions in the field of wage and price econometrics.
The emphasis on the labor market pressure variables
is strongly opposed by investigators opting for a
sophisticated 'inflationary expectations' variable...
In other words, if there is a general agreement for
'hedging' the size of the set of independent variables,
there is some sort of disagreement between econometrici.

s

favoring a transformation of the unemployment variable and
those who praise the 'returns' of an 'inflationary expecta¬
tions ' variable...
Simler and Telia [1968, 41] sharply criticized the use
of the reported unemployment rate as a proxy for the tight¬
ness of the labor market.

No formal model was provided,

but the hypothesis tested was that a better definition of
the unemployment variable would markedly improve the explained
part of the variance of the rate of wage increase.

Simler

and Telia suggestion can be considered as a landmark in the
evolution of wage and price econometrics, as well as a
major methodological breakthrough.
The idea is that the rate of increase in money wages
depends not on the ratio of reported unemployment to the
reported labor force, but on the ratio of the sum of re¬
ported unemployment and reserves of secondary workers to the
potential labor force.
/ *\

(*)

~

See next page for footnote.
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( *)

' The computation of the "adjusted" unemployment rate
is the following: the total participation rate (L/P)*
is the weighted sum of the primary and secondary workers
participation rates. Then
(L/P)* x Pt = L* =
= ALfc =
ALfc + Ut = U* =
U*/L* =

the potential labor force
the labor reserve

adjusted unemployment

adjusted unemployment rate.

Simler and Telia deserve credit for their tremendously
ingenious argument and for their econometric skills.
Actually they reestimated the coefficients of the
Perry's equations for the period 1948-11 - 1964-11 and two
sub-periods: 1948-11 - 1957-11 and 1953-III - 1964-11.
Perry [1970-30] widened the breach made by Simler and
Telia and asserted that the key issue in the econometrics
of wage and price determination was the definition and the
measure of labor market tightness.
Perry then, introduced two major novelties: a weighted
unemployment rate and an unemployment dispersion index.
A weighted unemployment index is justified on the
grounds that a "ten percent change in the wage of workers
earning $2.00 per hour will have only half the effect on
the aggregate wage average as will the same percentage
change in the wage of a worker earnign $4.00 per hour".
is more, labor force groups are, in fact, imperfect sub¬
stitutes for one another, and one should expect to find

What
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unemployment differentials; and accounting for the changing
dispersion of unemployment should lead to a better measure
of labor market tightness.

Archibald can be considered

as the author of that dispersion concept [1968, 1], but
Perry's approach is very ingenious, too.

Both measures can

be used either independently or jointly.

Perry's equations

also allow for the effects on wages of living costs (measured
in three different ways).

Quarterly data were used from

1953-1 to 1968-IV.
Gordon [1970, 16] pursued this line of research and
admitted that the standard unemployment rate is a question-*,
able measurement of labor market tightness since a pres¬
sure on that market can be relieved by a reduction in
unemployment as well as by increases in working hours and
movements in participation rates.

Accordingly Gordon

constructed a new data series: "The total employment
rate of manours".
In Gordon's paper, the price equation includes four
variables: standard unit labor costs, actual unit labor
costs, the ratio of factory orders to shipments and an ad¬
justed employment rate.

On the other hand the wage

equation involves four explanatory variables; the adjusted
employment rate, the expected rate of change in consumer
prices, the rate of change of output and the rate of change
of the social security tax rate.

Quarterly data were used

from 1951 to 1969, the equations were estimated independently
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with an OLS procedure and an ALMON lag structure (fourth
order degree polynomial with an eight quarter lag structure
and an unspecified end-point).
Gordon [1971, 17] came back after awhile with new
proposals.

New measures of excess labor demand are pre¬

sented which;
—"blow-up", a partial series on vacancies into an esti¬
mated aggregate vacancy rate,
—and introduced the unemployment of hours and disguised
unemployment separately into the wage equation.
The sample period was 1954-1 - 1970-IV.
The question tackled by Schultze [1971, 39] is now
familiar.

He suggested the use of a quit-rate and a lay¬

off rate in manufacturing as alternatives to the standard
unemployment rate as a measure of labor market tightness.
Eight wage equations were fitted to quarterly data for the
period 1953-1968, but no rationale for them was provided.
Schultze regressed wage changes in U.S. manufacturing on;
—a labor market variable which was successively the
inverse of the unemployment rate, the inverse of the
weighted unemployment rate, the manufacturing quiterate, the inverse of manufacturing layoff rate,
—lagged living costs,
—wage-price guideposts,
—social insurance contributions,
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—unemployment dispersion,
—secondary employment.
Moore [1976, 17] in a recent contribution used the
ratio of employment to population of working age instead of
the unemployment rate as "the variable that measures the
utilization of the potential labor force".
After

having defined that labor-market variable,

Moore gave results for six

different regressions and a

matrix of correlation coefficients for six variables.
In the wage equation, the dependent variable is the
absolute variation in hourly compensation; the independent
variables being the ratio of armed forces to total population,
the ratio of unemployment to total population and the ratio
of those who are not "in labor force" to total population.
In the price equation, the dependent variable is the
absolute variation in the CPI and the independent variables
are the same as above.

Moore estimated a set of eight

regressions independently with an OLS technique.
data were used between 1948 and 1976.

Annual

Moore's sample is

too small (29 observations), and only R2's and t-values are
provided.

In addition to that Moore did not expose the

theoretical underpinnings of his set of regressions.
Gordon'

observed that multicollmearity clouds the verdict

.(*) Gordon R. J. : "Wage-Price Controls and the Shifting
Phillips Curve".
BPÈA. 2, 1972, .385-430.
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on the relative roles of hours unemployment, Perry's
weighted unemployment rate and the conventional unemploy¬
ment rate...
If Monetarists and Microtheorists (in Gordon's
[1976, 18] definition) agree on the idea that it is by a
better definition of a limited set of explanatory variables,
rather than by expanding that set, that we can improve the
quality of our results, it remains that they tend to shift
the emphasis from the labor market variable to the "in¬
flationary expectations" variable.
Initiated by Phelps [1967, 31] and Friedman [1968,
14] the thoery of "adaptive expectations" nurtured some
empirical work before expanding in the more sophisticated
theory of "rational expectations", a good assessment of which
has been given recently by Sargent and Wallace [1976, 38].
Phelps [1968, 32] in his statistical appendix insists
on the explanatory power of an "adaptive expectations"
variable, which is successively defined as the lagged
value (one and two quarters) of the ratio of the change
in

non-farm average hourly compensation to the absolute

value of that average hourly compensation, and the dif¬
ference between the percent change in prices and the percent
change in wages (lagged one and two quarters); "My own
statistical study of Post-War American wage movements, for
example, shows that the current rate of money-wage increase
is substantially greater ..the larger is the past rate of

20

.
(*)
money wage increase"
'.

Phelps equations equally allow

for the lagged values (one and two quarters) of the four
quarter average employment rate defined by Simler and
Telia.
The sample period is 1953-III - 1964-IV.
The bunch of regressions run by Phelps is buttressed
by a long microeconomic analysis.

(**\

Spitaller [1975, 42] used a similar "adaptive expecta¬
tions" variable.

Annual data were used for the sample

period 1957-1972 and no formal justification of his model
was given.

Spitaller provided a regression where:

—the dependent variable is the annual percentage change in
the GNP deflator,
—the independent variables being, the lagged value (one
year) of the inverse of the unemployment rate, the rate
of change of the unemployment divided by 100, and deci¬
sively the lagged values of the annual percentage changes
in the GUP deflator (one year), and the same variable
times a dummy variable taking into account of the "thres¬
hold" effect of past prices on the current price level.

^ Phelps E.: "Phillips Curves, Expectations of Inflation
and Optimal Unemployment Over Time; Reply". Economica Vol.
XXXV-N°139, Aug. 1968, 288-296.
v

;

For a good abstract see: Williamson J.; "Phillips
Curves, Expectations of Inflation and Optimal Unemployment
Over Time; Comment". Economica. Vol. XXXV, Aug. 1968, 283287.
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OLS were used for estimating these regressions.

Spitaller

did not provide a formal justification of his "one-equationshort run-model".

The sample period is too small, and the

use of the lagged values of annual percent changes in the
GNP deflator as a proxy for inflationary expectations,
seems—for a lag of half a year—a very crude treatment.
The emphasis put on the refinement of the price var¬
iable was increased with the development of the theory of
rational expectations.
Lucas [1973, 24] paved the way to Sargent's 1976
major contribution.
After having carefully exposed the macro and micro¬
foundations of his econometric model, Lucas carried out a
cross-country analysis tending to show that unanticipated
shifts in nominal income do have output effects, and computed
price and output equations the arguments of which are
affected by parameters measuring the extent to which a
variable shift has been anticipated.
The sample period was 1952-1967 and the study con¬
tains a comparative analysis of the price and output ad¬
justments in Argentina and the U.S.
Sargent [1976, 37] undoubtedly made a decisive step
in the direction of a sophisticated approach of the price
variable.

His work embodies an extensive micro as well as

macroeconomic analysis, and sophisticated econometric
techniques and statistics.
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His paper formulates, 'tests' and 'estimates a version
of the classical model that has its origin in hypotheses
that place severe restrictions on the random behavior of
unemployment, output and the interest rate.
The model implies that those three real variables
are econometrically exogenous with respect to variables
measuring monetary and fiscal policies'.
The key elements of the model proposed by Sargent,
that provide the sources of the restrictions on the
stochastic nature of output, unemployment and interest
rate are:
—a drastic version of the natural unemployment rate
hypothesis,
—the expectations theory of the term structure of interest
rates,
—the assumption that the public's expectations are rational.
Containing five equations (a Phillips Curve, a
Production Function, a Labor Force Participation equation,
a portfolio balance schedule, and a martingale equation for
the long term interest rate) the model was estimated by the
instrumental variables method (*) for the sample period
1951-1 - 1973-III.

/ * \

1 Johnston J.: "Econometric Methods" 2nd edition. Mc¬
Graw Hill Book Cy. N.Y. 1972. See Chapter 9, Section 9.3:
"Instrumental Variables", .278-281.
v
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The R2 and the D.W. statistic are good.

The standard

error of the estimate is somewhat high (0.371 for the unem¬
ployment rate).

But this is no surprise when the instruments

are not highly correlated with the explanatory variables..
This is a major weakness of Sargent's paper, although his
contribution contains sophisticated tests (Granger's test)
and seasonally adjusted data (by taking the Fourier trans¬
form of the series), and a "rational expectations" hypothesis.
Time series analyses constitute the essential part of
the econometrics of wage and price determination but this
should not lead us to disregard the interesting technical
achievements of cross section analyses.

Cross-Section Analyses
Three out of the four papers we selected are 'major'
contributions.

Boskin's paper [1972, 5] is somewhat

marginal in this respect.
Boskin gave a basic equation which is a regression of
the real wage rate on a set of dummy variables representing
personal characteristics, and for each occupation where the
data permitted, he calculated an union/non-union wage
differential.
The cross-section analysis was worked out for the
year 1967.

Boskin's work cannot easily be classified among

the cross-section analyses quoted hereafter because of its
limited scope, and because the author himself did not
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explicitly refer to these studies

(*\

'.

Eckstein and Wilson [1962, .13], without any doubt,
conducted the first major combined 'cross section-time series'
analysis.

Eckstein and Wilson sliced American industry into

two categories:
—a key-group where key-wage settlements are carried out,
—and industries outside the key-group, the wage settlements
of which are dominated by the key group agreements.

Wage

increases being diffused from the first group to the second
group.

It means that the explanatory variables of wage

increases will be different in each case:
—the unemployment rate is taken into consideration
only in the case of the key group,
—the "spill-over” is computed exclusively for industries
outside the key-group.
An appropriate time unit has to be defined since wage
increases are determined by contracts, and the time unit
is the wage round.
In other words, trade-unions and current economic
conditions will play a decisive role in the explanation of
wage movements in the key-group, and consequently the number
of observations and degrees of freedom will be very limited.

/ * \

v

'
Boskin's paper seems to have much in common with a study
by: Orcutt G. H., M. Greenberger, J. Korbel, and A. M. Rivlin:
"Microanalysis of Socioeconomic Systems: A simulation study".
Chapter 12, Harper and Row, N. Y. 1961.
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For industries outside the key group, the spill-over
will be an important variable.

The sample period was

December 1948 - December 1960.

Conscious of the limita¬

tions introduced by a very few wage rounds, Eckstein and
Wilson subsequently presented a pure cross-section
analysis the purpose of which was to cope with the limited
number of degrees of freedom due to five observations (five
wage rounds), and to purge the regressions from serial
correlation.
Pierson [1968, 34) did not give a pure cross-section
analysis too, since it was a combined 'cross-section-time
series' analysis, but his main concern was to divide
U.S. manufacturing into groups of strongly and weakly
unionized industries in order to evaluate the impact of
union strength on the relationship between wage rate changes
and unemployment.

19 two-digit industries were ranked

according to 1958 estimated ratios of unionization.

To

break differences even further, subgroups were selected
from the two groups for a greater divergence in average
unionization.

The sample period was 1953-1 - 1966-11

and quarterly data were used.
For the strongly unionized group the wage change
equation was estimated according to a procedure defined
by Perry.
And, in an effort to improve the explanation of the
weakly-unionized group wage changes, an Eckstein-Wilson
spillover equation was tried with good results.
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Pierson's work is all but a refinement of Eckstein
and Wilson analysis.
There is, however, a discernible pattern of evolution
in these cross-section investigations, since Pierson
refined the industry classification and abandoned the some¬
what limiting concept of "wage-round".
Hammermesch [1970, 19] pursued this line of research
and gave recently an interesting 'cross-section-time-series'
analysis.
Hammermesch started from Pierson's premises and developed
a theory of "non-competitive" wage adjustment.

Conditions

of labor and product demand which are correlated with the
unemployment rate are likely, in that perspective, to
affect the union's bargaining power.

"We should thus

expect some effect of the level of unemployment on
negociated changes in wage rates, but this effect works
through the relation of demand and bargaining power rather
than through flows of labor."
The improvements of Hammermesch's paper over preceding
contributions are the following:
— A larger industry classification has been used.
Sixteen bargaining situations were selected, twelve in
manufacturing and four in public utilities.
tions cover the period 1948-1967.
tains 180 observations.

The observa¬

The entire sample con¬

The use of data firm presents

real advantages since cost of living changes can be con¬
sidered as exogenous determinants

of wage changes and firm's
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profits are much less correlated with macroeconomic
variables than is the aggregate profit rate.

— By using wage rates rather than earnings,
Hammermesch abstracted from whatever cyclical varia¬
tions exist in the unemployment mix.

— The use of an individual contract as an observa¬
tion avoids the need to identify wage rounds, with the
corresponding consequences on the number of degrees
of freedom and serial correlation.

— The concept used is the increase in negotiated
wage rates and all percentage wage are calculated on
a percent per year basis.

Deferred increases are

treated as part of the original wage increase.
Twenty-eight of the contracts in the sample contain
cost of living escalators, quarterly profits data
are used and a quarterly net tangible assets series was
constructed, and a set of dummy variables is used for
integrating the 'threshold' affect of changes in the
cost of living on wage changes.

(*)Footnote is on the next page.

(*)
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Footnote from preceding page.

.

*

(1) <»>it = a0+ axU”1 + a2Ct + eit

(2) ü)it = e0+ eju"1 + e2ct + p3irit + e4Airit

<3> »lt = y'D!

+

^1D2 +

V1U-1

+

ei

it

+ y‘CL2t + yiCG2t

+ eit“

(4) to.. = 6uDi + ô11D2 + SiUr1 + ô1^. + <511CG2. +
it
n
t
?t
9
t
n
63lrit + 6 4Airit +

with:

.

1 if C* _< 2
Dx = {
0 if C* > 2

0
D2 = {
1

if C*£ 2
if C*> 2

where Dx and D2 are wage-price-guideposts variables,

CL2

C* if C* £ 2
{
0
if C* > 2

0
CG2

if C* < 2

{
C*-2 if C* > 2

where: i = firm number, t = month when the contract settle
ment is reached, C* = percent change in the CPI, U”1 = in¬
verse of the unemployment rate, w* = negotiated wage
change at annual rate, ir = profit rate at time t, and
e.. is a random error term.
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Actually, by using least-squares, Hammermesch suc¬
cessively regressed wage changes on: the inverse of the
unemployment rate, the percent change in the CPI (Eq. 1),
the inverse of thé unemployment rate, the percent change
in the CPI, the profit rate, the absolute variation in the
profit rate (Eq. 2), the inverse of the unemployment rate
and a set of dummy variables taking into account the wageprice guidposts and the 'threshold effect' of changes in
the cost of living on wage changes (Eq. 3), the inverse
of the unemployment rate, the profit rate and the same set
of dummy variables (Eq. 4) .
In other words combined "time-series-cross-sectionanalyses" have been improved by a better definition of the
time-unit used, and pure cross-section analyses are almost
purged from autocorrelation and

multicollinearity.

Eckstein

and Wilson, Pierson, and Hammermesch contributions de¬
serve, because of their theoretical ingeniousness and their
econometric skills, to be classified among the major works
in that field.
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This review of the econometric literature on wage
and price determination in the United States since
Phillips' pioneering article allows us, by now, to make
some specific comments about their ability to track and
predict the current economic conditions.
For tracking and forecasting, the works we have re¬
viewed embody two main flaws:
— Their sample-periods do not cover many quarters
during the seventies.(*)
And due to discernible changing economic conditions
in the seventies, the reliability of the investigations
we have been evoking, as well as their predictive ability
is open to further question.
— Most of the time-series privileged one explanatory
variable (labor-market pressure variable, or inflationary
expectations variable).

We might suspect the relevance

of such a choice in a recessionary-inflationary context
the origins of which are manifold.
As Branson and Litvack [1976, 7] put it:
"The period since 1965 has seen two cycles of inflation
in the U.S. The first was a classic demand-pull which
was spread through the price-wage spiral as the adminis¬
tration hit the monetary and fiscal brakes in 1969. The
second combined demand-pull and cost-push impulses and
was slowed by another policy-induced recession in 19761975. The two-inflation cycles were superimposed on an

(*) The most comprehensive investigation due to Sargent
[1976, 37] contains only 12 observations for the sample
period 1960-1 - 1973-IV.
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underlying Phillips' curve that was shifting up '
through the period, converting a steady-state trade¬
off of 5 percent unemployment with a 1.5 percent rate of
inflation to a 5 percent inflation pair."
Branson and Litvack then conclude:
"As long as we recognize that inflationary impulses can
come from the supply side as well as from shifts in aggre
gate demand, we can see that rising inflation can
accompany rising or falling unemployment."
In other words:
— A better coverage of recent quarters.
— As well as an 'expanded' set of explanatory
variables might be of a great avail for understanding
the changing economic conditions observed since 1969.
It is precisely the purpose of the following chapter.

(*)
v

This question is discussed at length by: Schultze
Ch. 1: "Has the Phillips' curve shifted? Some Additional
Evident" . BPEA-2-1971, ,452-467.
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CHAPTER TWO:
An Econometric Reappraisal

Increasing the size of the sample and expanding the
set of independent variables constitute, as we have seen
above, the essential aim of that chapter.

But the choice

of a set of explanatory variables has to be buttressed by
the formal exposition of the theoretical underpinnings.
The model we introduce originates in Chapters 18, 19,
and 20 of Keynes' General Theory. (*)'
Whatever our model equally has monetarist overtones,
but Leijonhufvud1

1 and Park'

'

convincingly showed a

few years ago that one might expect such a mix....
Being consistent with standard nacrotheory our model
seems to be a reasonable working hypothesis.
It does not mean at this point that our model is
better than other existing models.

We cannot justify such

a statement on a-priori grounds...

(*) Keynes J. M.: "The General Theory of Employment,
Interest and Money". Harcourt-Brace, N.Y., 1964.
see also: Keynes J. J.: "How to Pay for the War", in
'Essays in Persuasion', St. Martin's Press, 1972, 377-378.
(**) Leijonhufvud A.: "On Keynesian Economics and the
Economics of Keynes". Oxford University Press, N. Y.
(***)
and London, 1968.
(***)park Y. C.: "Some Current Issues on the Transmission
Process of Monetary Policy". Staff Papers, IMF, Vol.
XIX, N°l, March, 1972. 1-25.
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Whatever we will try our best to justify the theoretical
relevance of each of our assumptions.

Our model like

Vanderkamp's 'textbook' model [1975, 43], has three
basic components:
—A money supply, the money supply being defined as
M2,
—A Phillips' Curve,
—And, a mechanism which equilibrates the system with
real output acting as the equilibrator through its effect
on the unemployment rate.
The change of money supply determines the change in
nominal income levels.

To determine the actual split be¬

tween price and output changes we need a Phillips' Curve
relation and an output reaction function.
Let us write the following equations :
o

*

*

(1)

M = f1 (Ü, P)

(2)

M = P + Y

(3)

Y = f2 (M, U)

(4)

P = f3 (Y, U)

(5)

U

o

o

O

o
O

o o
=

(M, Y)
4

f

It is easy to check that our model is just-identified
o

o

o

*

*

since M, U, P and Y are endogenous and U and P are
exogenous.
—The first equation means that the Central Banker has a
stable reaction-function and that the net supply of money
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Je

Je

depends on the expected values U, P, of the unemployment
and inflation rates

(*\

, and has superior information.

The

"superior information" assumption is a prerequisite for
equations (3) and (4),v

.

—Equation (2) is all but a simplified version of the quantity
Theory of Money. (**)'
—Equations (3), (4), and (5) can be justified along the
(***)
following lines: "Ordinarily, of course, eQr will have
a value intermediate between zero and unity.

The extent

to which prices (in terms of wage-units) will rise, i.e.,
the extent to which real wages will fall, when money ex¬
penditure is increased, depends therefore, on the elasticity
of output in response to expenditure in terms of wageunit s(...)

That is to say, the sum of the elasticities

of price and of output in response to changes in effective
demand (measured in terms of wage units) is equal to unity.

(*)

' ' Froyen R. T.: "A Test of Endogeneity of Monetary
Policy". Journal of Econometrics, 2, 1974. 175-188
Barro R. J.: "Rational Expectations and the Role of
Monetary Policy". JME, Vol. 2, 1-1976, January 1-32.
^ ^ See: Vanderkamp, Op. Cit.
v

[1975, 43],

'e
being the elasticity of output or production
which Measures the rate at which output in any industry
increases when more effective demand is directed towards
it.
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Effective demand spends itself/ partly in affecting output
and partly in affecting price, according to this law".
(Equations (3) and (4)),^
Keynes' approach is all but "a first step to a
generalized Quantity Theory of Money".

(Equation

(2)).

"It follows from this that the assumption upon which
we have worked hitherto, that changes in employment depend
solely on changes in aggregate effective demand (in terms
of wage-units) is no better than a first approximation, if
we admit that there is more than one way in which an
increase of income can be spent".

(Equation 5) (**)

When there is a change in employment,"money wages tend
to change in the same direction as, but not in great dis¬
proportion to, the change in employment; i.e., moderate
changes in employment are not associated with very great
changes in money wages.

This is a condition of the stability
(***)
of prices rather than of employment".
(Equation 4)

^ Keynes J.M.: "The General Theory", Op. Cit., Chapter 20
284-285.
Keynes J.M. - Op. Cit., Chapter 20, 286.
^***^Keynes J.M. - Op. Cit., Chapter 18, 251.
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The graph below describes the kind of adjustment pro¬
cess we have in mind.

O

FIG. 1 - Adjustment Process

The excess demand for goods and services lowers the
unemployment rate (Equation 5).

As unemployment goes down

we are travelling up the Phillips' curve (Equation 4).
In the left quadrant the constant long term growth rate
O

in output is shown by the vertical line Y*.
O

O

O

O

—

As equilibrium
o

1>

_

point is reached when M = P + Y with P=pf Y = YfU=U
O

(Equation 2).

The M lines are at 45"-angles.

It simply
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means that a money supply increase can potentially all
be used for inflation, or all for real output increases
or for linear combinations of the two (Equations 3, 4).
While clearly the ultimately cause of inflation stems
from the rate of monetary expansion we require knowledge
about the Phillips1 curve as well as the growth rate in
output to determine the complete equilibrium configuration.
It remains that, by rescaling the axes, we can replace
Equation (4) by Equation (4a) :

w

= f5 (Y, U)

(4a)

Without any doubt, from the strict standpoint of causal
analysis, the best approach "to determining the tradeoff
O

between P and U is to specify and estimate (by for example,
two-stage least squares) a simultaneous equations model
(*\
.(>..,. ) '
We can also estimate the reduced form of our
model.
Whatever preliminary testing showed the decisive
importance of the lagged values of our independent variables.

1 Goldstein M.: "The Trade-Off Between Inflation and
Unemployment; A Survey of the Econometric Evidence
for Selected Countries". IMF Staff Papers, Vol. XIX
N°3, November 72, 647-528.
v
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In other words we actually dropped the simultaneous
equation approach, and run independently several regressions.
But we retained our initial set of independent variables.
We firstly used a classical ordinary least squares pro¬
cedure, and actually the more sophisticated combination
of a Cochrane-Orcutt iterative procedure and ALMON lags.
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Quarterly and non-overlapping data have been used
from 1960-11 to 1976-IV.

P for

AU

U for

Ü-'

Let us write:

O

Ao)

S for AGDPGP 7
GDPGP

0)

Q for ^

M for M
M

for

u

where ;
- P is the CPI,
- U is the unemployment rate,
- GDPGP is the GDP Gap,
- Q is the labor productivity defined by the ratio of
'constant dollar output' to 'hours of labor input',
- ID

is a 'hourly earnings' variable computed for the

non-farm private business sector, for the sample period
1964-11 - 1976-IV.

For the sample period 1960-11

1964-1, missing data have been replaced by observations on
percent changes in hourly earnings for the manufacturing
sector (see Appendix).
- M is the money supply (M2).
Data are quarterly and the sample period is 1960-11 1976-IV.
Packages used are; SHAZAM developed at UBC and Rice,
FEDEASY developed at the Federal Reserve Board.
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A Standard Approach: Ordinary Least Squares

Ordinary Least Squares are a straightforward procedure
and give best-linear unbiased estimates if the model has
been correctly specified.
o
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R2 = 0.9717
R2 (Adjusted) = 0.6656
BARTENS R2 = 0.9457
SER = .29083 • 10-2
HMT = 0.0 with 1485 d.fs
F = 3.175
P = 0.1826
D.W = 1.6333

For estimating these two regressions we have used an
OLS technique and an unweighted and uncontrainted lag
structure on nine quarters.

We can thus explain a substantial

part of the variance of our dependent variables? after
adjustment for the number of degrees of freedom; more
than 81 percent in the first case and more than 66 percent
in the second case.
The F statistics indicates the rejection of the
null hypothesis only in the first case and for a 95 percent
confidence interval.
Whatever, the limited number of degrees of freedom
(5) , casts some shadow over the power of the test.(*)

(*)Freeman H.; "Introduction to Statistical Inference."
Addison-Wesley Pub. Cy. Inc. 1963-see Chap. 28: "Testing
Statistical Hypotheses". 283-307.
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The Durbin-Watson test indicates

an almost absence of

serial correlation for regression (1) but it’s difficult
to say, in the second case, if the test is either incon¬
clusive or rejects the null hypothesis, since our
second equation contains too many regressors for using
available Durbin-Watson-Upper-and-Lower-bounds tables.
Tables are available for samples with 6 to 200 observations
and for as many as 20 regressors(*), but not for 54 re¬
gressors. ..
T tests seldom exceed the critical value of 2.0
at the 95 percent confidence level and for 5 degrees of
freedom.
The choice of the lag-structure, {i=o,....,8} does
not insure a good exogeneity of independent
variables.
{i=l,....,8} would be more satisfactory.
The Haitovski Multicollinearity Test(**) indicates the
existence of a serious multi-collinearity problem.

Tests

being equal to 0.0 with several hundreds degrees of
freedom.

(*)Savin N.E. and K.J. White: "The Durbin-Watson Test for
Serial Correlation with Extreme Sample Sizes or Many
Regressors." Disc. Paper 76.10 Dept, of Economics-UBC,
May 1976.
(**)Haitovski Y.: "Multicollinearity in Regression Analysis;
Comment." Restat-Nov. 1969, 486-489.
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It makes any inference about the time-pattern of
our independent variables highly questionable.
Although Farrar and Glavber's work and Haitovski's
subsequent test are severely criticized by Belsey(*).
Belsey considers that multicollinearity is not it¬
self a statistical phenomenon subject to statistical test,
but a phenomenon liable to numerical analysis.
And Shazam(**) does not provide (yet) the user with
a singular Value Decomposition...

It remains that the

use of an unweighted lag structure plays a decisive and
unmatched role in the severity of multicollinearity.
The H. M. Test is, perhaps, not very conclusive but
our two regressions are, without any doubt, infected with
multicollinearity...
For coping with multicollinearity the solution,
ordinarily consists in weighting the lag structure.
Several techniques are available.(***)

(*)Belsey D.A.: "Multicollinearity: Diagnosing Its Presence
and AssessingPotential Damage It Causes Least Squares
Estimation." NBER Working Paper No.154, Cambridge,
Oct. 76, 7-90.
(**)White K.J.: "SHAZAM, an Econometrics Computer Program."
Version 1.0. Jan. 77, Dept, of Econ. UBC, 7-69.
(***)Griliches Z.: "Distributed Lags: A Survey."
metrica, Vol. 35, Jan. 1967, 16-49,

Econo-
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For the sake of convenience and tractability we have
used an ALMON Lag Structure.(*)
The polynomials used are of the fourth-order degree,
with eight and twelve-quarter lag structures and no end
points.(**)
For having more 'exogenous' variables (if exogeneity
does make any sense), we have set: {i=l,.... ,8}.
For eradicating any trace of serial correlation, coping
with 'ill-conditioned' data, and increasing the number of
degrees of freedom, we thought that it was of sound policy
to combine an ALMON lag structure with a COCHRANE-ORCÜTT
iterative procedure(***).

Although SHAZAM and FEDEASY do

not provide the user with the Goldfeld-Quandt Heteroskedasticity Test (****), a Cochrane-Orcutt procedure
efficiently copes with heteroskedasticity, since it's all
but a generalized least squares technique using a trans¬
formation matrix of estimated P, in place of the Kadiyala's
transformation matrix(*****).

The package used for these

runs being FEDEASY developed at the Federal Reserve Board.
(*) Almon S. "The Distributed Lag Between Capital Appropriations and Expenditures." Econometrica Vol. 30, Jan.
1965, 178-196.
Kmenta J.: "Elements of Econometrics." MacMillan 1971,
see: Chap. 11, Sec. 11.4: "Distributed Lag Models." 473-495.
(**) Federal Reserve Board: FEDEASY-SPEAKEASY HELP Documents,
FRB, March 15, 1977, 2.56.
(***) See: Johnston J.: "Econometric Methods" 2nd edition,
McGraw Hill Book Cy, N. Y. 1972, Chap. 8; "Autocorrela¬
tion", 243-266.
(****) Goldfeld S. M. and R. E. Quandt; "Some Tests for Homoskedasticity." JASA, Vol. 60, .310, Jan. 1965, 541-547.
(*****) Kadiyala K.: "A Transformation Used to Circumvent
the Problem of Autocorrelation." Econometrica, Vol. 36, 1,
Jan. 1968, 93-96.
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Least squares, as we have seen, "will give best linear
unbiased estimates, if the model has been specified
correctly".

(*)

But the use of an unweighted lag structure "in turn
raises two main statistical difficulties: one is that long
lags may leave very few degrees of freedom for the estima¬
tion process and the other is that typically the various
lagged values of x will be highly intercorrelated leading
to very imprecise estimates of the lagged coefficients and
great difficulty in making useful inferences about them".

/*)

"These difficulties have lead to the a-priori imposi¬
tion of various assumptions about the form of the weights
(...)" (*)
Almon's method—the method we selected—"however, is
based on Weierstrass1s theorem that a function continuous
in a closed interval can be approximated over the whole
interval by a polynomial of suitable degree which differs
from the function by less than any positive quantity at
(**)

every point of the interval". But it's essential to
observe that: "Weierstrass1s theorem gives no indication
of the degree of polynomial required for a given level of

(*)

Johnston J.: "Econometric Methods", 2nd ed., N.Y.
McGraw Hill, Chapter 10, 293.
Johnston J.: Op. Cit., Chapter 10, 294.
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accuracy.

For our purposes we hope that a polynomial of

fairly low degree, say r = 3 or 4, will give good results.
So far then there are two approximations involved; first of
all Bz (the weight distribution) is approximated by f(z)
and f(z) in turn by a polynomial in z". (*)
This is a clear limit to the use of an Almon lag
structure...(**)
On the other hand the Cochrane-Orcutt iterative
procedure we have been talking about is not perfectly safe
in any case.
Let1s use the following model:
Yt=a+ext+Ut

ut = pB^ + et

t = 1, ..., n

I P1 <1

E(et) = 0
E(e + et + S) = a2e
=

0

for all t and S = 0
for all t and S ^ 0

The sum of squared residuals is given by:
n

l

n

l

et2 =
[<Yt - rYfc_^) - a(l - r)
t=l t=l
- b(Xt - rxt_1)]

/ * \

v

'Johnston J.: Op. Cit., Chapter 10, 295.

Another limit to the use of Almon lags, in the case
of lags of unfinite length, is investigated by Schmidt P.
and W. R. Mann: "A Note on the Approximation of Arbitrary
Lag Structures by a Modified Almon Lag", JASA, June 1977
N°358, 442-443.
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"One method of approximating the values a, b and r
which minimizes the sum of squares is the Cochrane-Orcutt
iterative process.

Starting with an arbitrary value for

r, say n^, minimize the sum of squares with respect to
the parameters a and b obtaining values a^ and b^.

Then

keeping a and b fixed at a^ and b^, minimize the sum of
squares with respect to r obtaining a new value

and

keeping this fixed in turn minimize once again with respect
to a and b, obtaining new values a2 and b2«

Continue in

this way until successive estimates differ by arbitrarily
small amounts."

(*)

Such iterative processes raise two questions, namely,
—convergence and the existence of multiple solutions.

It's

generally taken for granted that such an iterative procedure
converges to a stationary value.
where.

The main problem is else¬

The process might converge towards a local minimum...

"The latter point might be investigated by minimizing [the
above sum of squares] with respect to a and b for each of
(*\

a set of values of r covering the range from -1 to +1."'

'

Sargan has almost ruled out such a case, but we guess
that a convergence to a local minimum happened in regressions
8 and 9 hereafter.

In other words the joint use of Almon

lags and a Cochrane-Orcutt iterative procedure can efficiently

(*) Johnston J.; "Econometric Methods", Chapter 8, .262.
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cope with autocorrelation, multicollinearity and
heteroskedasticity, within two important limits ;
—An Almon lag structure involves a double approxima¬
tion,
—A Cochrane-Orcutt iterative procedure might converge
to a local minimum.
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A More Relevant Approach: Almon lags and
the Cochranè-Orcutt iterative procedure.
Since FEDEASY does not allow regressions with more
than thirty arguments, we have been forced to drop one
explanatory variable out of six independent variables.
With an eight quarter lag structure and a fourth order
degree polynomial one might easily show that in the case of
six independent variables we have (5x6) + the intercept =
31 arguments.

It exceeds FEDEASY capacity by one variable.

So by dropping one variable, we get 26 arguments which are
allowed by FEDEASY.

We have equally dropped the non-linear

functional forms used with SHAZAM since, there is, on the
basis of previous econometric investigations, no clear
evidence supporting the choice for non-linear functional
forms.
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(corrected for d.fs) = 0.6152002

SER = 0.338359 * 10-3
D.W. = 2.0819
Final value of r ho = -0.3655398
Starting value of r ho = -0.3672411
No. of iterations = 2
Sum of squared residuals = 0.377807 ’ 10
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R2 = 0.7892261
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sum of sqrs/Total sum of sqrs)

R - squared

= 0.9726

(corrected) = 0.6295489

SER = 0.331991 • ÎO-2
Final value of r ho = -0.4593672
Starting value of r ho = -0.4587129
No. of iterations = 2
D.W. = 2.3100
-3
Sum of squared residuals = 0.363719
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A00001 = 0.302411

A00004 * -112 • 667

(0.422145)

(30 * 0612)

(0.716368)

(-3.74792)

A00002 = -12 • 9592

AO0005 = 59 * 5620

(5.32718)

(14 • 9173)

(-2.43265)

(3.99281)
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R2 = 0.7299212
2
R (Regr sum of sqrs/total sum of sqrs) = 0.7671
R2 (corrected) = 0.5877745
SER « 0.465382 • 10_1
Final value of r ho = -0.2748324
Starting value of r ho = -0.2258867
No. of iterations = 5
D.W. = 2.1637
Sum of squared residuals = 0.823005 * 10 ^
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R2 = 0.6901183
R

2

R2

(Regr Sum of sqrs/total sum of sqrs) = 0.7667
(corrected)

= 0.5270227

SER = 0.412473 ‘

10"1

Final value of r ho = 0.0376070
Starting value of r ho = 0.0404884
No.

of iterations = 2

D.W. = 2.0970
Sum of squared residuals = 0.646510
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R2 (corrected) = 0.1352821
SER = 0.674030 • 10_1
Final value of r ho = 0.2448619
Starting value of r ho = 0.1451691
No. of iterations = 6
D.W. = 1.8624
Sum of squared residuals = 0.227158
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R2 = 0.2899727
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(corrected) = 0.1763684

.4654

SER = 0.544305 • 10_1
Final value of r ho = 0.3556335
Starting value of r ho = 0.3053409
No. of iterations = 4
D.W. = 1.8730
Sum of squared residuals = 0.148134
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A00002 = -8.08815

AO0005 = 26 • 7768

(4.64033)

(13 • 2052)

(-1.74301)

(2.02775)
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No. of iterations = 2
Sum of squared residuals = 0.731875 • 10
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It's now relevant to make some specific comments
about our bunch of ten regressions ran with FEDEASY.
Although FEDEASY does not provide the user with multicollinearity, heteroskedasticity, and likelihood tests,
everything leads to the belief that the joint combination
of a polynomial dsitributed lag structure and a CochraneOrcutt iterative procedure, yields statistical results
"purged" from serial correlation, multicollinearity
(however not completely), heteroskedasticity, and increased
the number of degrees of freedom.

In the mean time the ex¬

plained part of the variance of the dependent variable
is still substantial in five cases out of ten (after
adjustment for the number of d. fs): 57% for regression
(3), 61% for regression (4), 63% for regression (5),
59% for regression (6), 53% for regression (7).
In regression (1), the independent variables 1 and
2 have unexpected signs in terms of standard negativelysloped Phillips' curves.
5 have expected signs.

Independent variables 3, 4, and
In regression (2), the independent

variables, 1, 2, and 3 don't have the expected signs, but
variables 4 and 5 do.
In regression (3), variable 1 does not have the ex¬
pected sign in terms of standard negatively sloped Phillips'
curves, variables, 2, 3, 4, and 5 have the expected signs.
In regression (4), variables 1 and 2 have the expected
signs in terms of Phillips' curve and Lipsey's relations,
but variables 3, 4, and 5 don't.
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In regression (5), variables 1 and 5 don't have the
expected sign, but variables 2, 3, and 4 do have.
In regression (6), variables 1, 2, 3, and 4 don't have
the expected signs.
In Regression (7), the four independent variables don't
have the expected sign.
In regression (8), variables 1, 2, and 4 have the ex¬
pected sign, and variable 3 does not have the expected
sign.
In regression (9), variable 1 does have the expected
sign, but variables 2, 3, and 4 don't have the expected
signs.
In regression (10), the only independent variable
does not have the expected sign in terms of a standard
negatively slope Phillips' curve.
A collateral aspect of this investigation is the
derivation from regression (10) of an intermediate-run
positively sloped Phillips' curve, if we can still name
that way such a relation between inflation and unemploy¬
ment variables ....
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P

Long Run Phillips-Friedman Curve

FIG. 2:
Ü.S. Economy
Inflation-Unemployment
Trade-offs

This is consistent with Frieman's recent statements
[1977, 14], although Friedman, confined himself to a
casual inspection of inflation and unemployment rates,
as a supporting evidence of his hypothesis.
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We have computed the following trade-offs:

Trade-•off
O

Trade--off
o

U

03
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U

0 -03
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0 *032

0 *07

0 *060

0 • 08

0 -040

0 -08

0 -075

0 • 10

0 -055

0 .10

0 -090

0 • 12

0 • 070

0 .12

As Milton Friedman put it: "In recent years, higher
inflation has often been accompanied by higher, not lower
unemployment, especially for such periods [the Phillips
curve] seems to be positively sloped, not vertical."
We observe that the trade-off 0.04 of inflation - 0.08
of unemployment is roughly compatible with the 1976 record
...(0.045 of inflation, 0.078 of unemployment in the U.S.).
In other words our medium-term positively sloped inflationunemployment relationship adds to the already long list of
so-called "Phillips' Curves"...
(i) —Phillips’ long-run negatively sloped inflationunemployment function,
(ii) —Lipsey's short-run negatively sloped inflationunemployment function,
(iii)

—Desai's long-run U-shaped inflation-unem

relationship,
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(iv) —Friedman's short-run negatively sloped and long-run
vertical inflation unemployment function,
(v) —Lucas' and Sargent's long-run and short-run vertical
inflation-unemployment relationship.
To that list should be added:
vi)

—a medium-term positively sloped inflation-unemploy¬

ment relationship.

We suggest to label this functional

relationship: "third Friedman's relation".

P

Lucas-Sargent's short run-long-run

Working-out briefly,

the micro-economic foundations of

medium-term positively sloped inflation-unemployment re¬
lationship, is, without any doubt, the next step of our
investigation.
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Lucas [1973, 24] observed that in a model where lagged
affects, decay geometrically, and where the immediate effect
of a nominal increase in income on prices is one minus the
real output effect, such a lag pattern "may well produce
periods of simultaneous inflation and below average real
output [and employment]"

The explanation given by Corry

and Laidler'(*) is somewhat different.

Increases in labor

demand, due to a nominal increase in income, shorten the
duration of frictional unemployment for the reasons suggested
by Alchian and Phelps.

But, at the same time they also

tend to raise the volume of frictional unemployment by
increasing the quit rate.

As Rees'

' put it: "Professors

Corry and Laidler have gone so far as to suggest that this
second effect might dominate the first, creating a forward
sloping Phillips curves in which higher rates of increase
in money wages are associated with higher unemployment."
But it should be remembered that in the great majority
of labor markets, employers take the initiative.
So, the microeconomic foundations of a medium-term
positively sloped inflation-unemployment relationship
might well be found in Turnovsky's theory of the firm
( ***\

under price uncertainty.
^ Corry B. and D. Laidler: "The Phillips Relation—A
Theoretical Explanation", Economica, Vol. XXXIV, 1978,
189-197.
f**}
v

.

, .

Rees A.: "The Phillips Curve as a Menu for Policy
Choices", Economica, Vol. XXXVII, 147, 1970, 231.
'

(***)Turnovsky S.J.: "Production flexibility, Price Un¬
certainty and the Behavior of the Competitive Firm."
Int'nl. Economic Review, Vol. 14, No. 2, June 1973, 395-412.
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Let us suppose that the economic environment is of
stochastic nature and that firms have flexible production
plans.

Firms will react to an increase in price uncertainty

along very different patterns.

The attitude of a firm

will depend on the shape of its profit function (convex,
concave, neither convex or concave) and on its attitude
toward risk (risk-neutral, or risk-averter).

Turnovsky

convincingly showed that in the case of a risk-neutral firm
having a concave profit function, "further increases in
uncertainty will lead to further reductions in planned
output [and employment],"

In other words if we assume

that risk-neutral firms with concave profit functions are
overwhelmingly predominant in the U.S. economy, one might
legitimately anticipate a positively sloped inflationunemployment relationship, since a greater uncertainty
(or what is synonymous, a greater variability of inflation)
is usually associated to a higher level of inflation. (*)
From the strict standpoint of policy implications the
Central Banker does not have many degrees of freedom.
With or without floating exchange rates the Fed ought not
to try to

1

lean against the wind1, and should adopt a

simple rule having no-feedback from current and past
variables to the money supply.

That way the Central Banker

Logue D. D. and Th. D. Willett; "A Note on the Relation
Between the Rate and the Variability of Inflation", Economica
Vol. 43, 170, May 1976, 151-158.
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could reduce price uncertainty and help the U. S. economy
to travel down the inflation-unemployment curve...
On the other hand the seemingly irrational behavior of the
Fed, observed in 1977 did not help the U. S. economy to
cope with "stagflation".
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Appendix I:

Statistical Sources and Methods

The time unit is the quarter.
Quarters are not over-lapping.
The percent changes in output per man-hour not being
available on a quarterly basis for the sample period
1960-11 - 1968-IV we have computed a series for that
period with a technique used at the Bureau of Labor
Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor.

The labor

productivity being measured by:
TV,
J
. • •.
Labor T>
Productivity
=
*

Constant
Output
v- Dollar
_■ ,
=
—
Hours of Labor Input

The percent changes in hourly earnings have been
computed for the non-farm private sector only for the
sample period 1964-11 - 1976-IV.

For the sample period

1960-11 - 1964-1 these missing data have been replaced by
observations on percent changes in hourly earnings for the
manufacturing sector.
The statistical input used in the computations can
be found in:
Council of Economic Advisers: "Economic Report of the
President" - Washington, D.C. —
See: Statistical Appendix
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966

— 117-199
- 139-225
- 155-243
127-214
—
207-300
—
171-208
—
207-304
- 189-290
209-306

1967
1968
1969
1970
1972
1973
1975
1977

213-314
- 209-314
- 227-332
- 177-284
197-306
- 194-252
- 250-304
- 188-246

-
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U. S. Dept, of Labor - Bureau of Labor Statistics :
"Employment and Earnings"
Vol. 19 - N°4 - Oct. 1972 - 104
Vol. 20 - N°6 - Dec. 1973 - 95
Vol. 24 - N°3 - Mar. 1977 - 115
Bulletin 1312-10 - 759

U. S. Dept, of Labor; Bureau of Labor Statistics:
"Handbook on BLS Methods" - Washington, D. C. 1976,
see Chap. 30: "Productivity and Technology" - 219-224

I.M.F.:

International Financial Statistics, Washington,

D. C. - 1960-1964-1968-1972-1977.

Computer packages are described in:
"SHAZAM: An Econometric Computer Program" - by
K. J. White, Version 1.0, Jan. 1977—Dept, of Economics,
University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C.

The SPEAKEASY - 3 Reference Manual - Level Lambda.
IBM—OS/vs version by S. Cohen, S. C. Peiper, Physics
Division, Argonne National Laboratory, 9700 South Cass. Av.
Argonne, Illinois 60439, May 1976.

FEDEASY-SPEAKEASY - HELP Documents - Level MU Federal Reserve Board, March 15, 1977.
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The information available for running FEDEASY at ICSA
being very limited, the input cards used are described
below:
WARNING: Batch only and data on cards and not on tape.
ICSA only.

//ALMON JOB (NAME, ACCNT NO, BIN), REGION = 512K
/* JOBPARM S=0
/* MESSAGE PLEASE HOLD FOR UNATTENDED SERVICE
//.EXEC FEDEASY, LEVEL=BIGGY
//S'YSIN DD*
SIZE=150K
X=MATRIX (67,8)
READ (20,"(7F8.0)":X)
FLAG=0.0
ENDREAD(20)
I=X(,1)
J=X(,2)
K-X(,3)
L=X(,4)
M=X(,5)
N=X(,6)
P=X(,7)
Q=X(,8)
PDLC (P C J 4 8 4 L 4 8 4 N .4 8 4 Q 4 8 4; ALL)
PDLC (N C J 4 8 4 L 4 8 4 P 4 8 4 Q 4 8 4: ALL)
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/*

//FT20F001 DD*
DATA SET

/*

The format used for the matrix indicates:
columns :
1-8

9-16 17... etc...

FEDEASY needs a lot of core.

Overnight jobs are less

expensive.
PDLC means : Polynomial Distributed Lags Cochrane-Orcutt iterative procedure.
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Appendix 2 : Actual and Fitted Values

Regression (1) - actual and fitted values of:
P = f1

(U, U, GDPGP, S, w)

Regression (2) - actual and fitted values of:
P = f2

(U, U, GDPGP, S, Q)

Regression (3) - actual and fitted values of:
P = f3 (Ü, GDPGP, S, Q,

oi)

Regression (4) - actual and fitted values of:
w = f4

(U, U, GDPGP, S, P)

Regression (5) - actual and fitted values of:
w = f5

(U, Ü, GDPGP, Q, P)

Regression (6) - actual and fitted values of:
o

o

P = f6

o

o

o

(U, S, 0), M)

Regression (7) - actual and fitted values of:
o

o

o

o

o

w = f7 (u, S, P, M)
Regression (8) - actual and fitted values of:
o

o

o

o

o

P = fg (u, S, 0), M)
Regression (9) - actual and fitted values of:
o

o

o

o

o

0) = f9 (U, S, P, M)

o

(only M has lagged values)

Regression (10)-' actual and fitted values of;
'

"

=

f
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* ACTUAL
FITTED
3
O

PLOTTED
PLOTTED

WITH
Hi TH

C+1
<*#
RESIDUALS

VALUES

• 374 7460-02
*3130870-02
Cl 5*1726280-03
0.618984O®02
0*6420080—0A
0* 9952730—C3
0*2675620*02
0*2405020-027
0*4838230-02
0*1052930-01
0*1459180—C1
0*7743920-02
0*2745630-02
0*3474420-02
0*94922 6D**C2
0.1054380-01
0* 1455090-01
0*131I6e0-0l
0* 10Q6C9D-01
0*7032860-02
0*4823210-02
0*9840890-02
0*9703940-02
0* 1365130-01
C.9725760-02
0*9670820-02
0*9290750-02
0* 1269010-01
0* 1748820-01
0* 1334190-01
0*1172940-01
0* 1647750-01
0.1524160-01
0*1362970-01
0*7685150-02
0*7260G9D-*02
0*1190060-01
0*9479190-02
0*6041110-02
0*6999640—02
0*1036330-01
0*1165420-01
0.1400640-01
0*1327420-01
0*1698960-01
0* 209948D—01
0*2606200-01
0*2432880-01
0*2186300—01
0*2719830-01
0*2507460-01
0*2019540-01
0*1711650-01
»

VALUE S
VALUES

i

0*1952170-01
0*1340860-01
5 0*1099260-01
NO.I 107610-01

* 0*1225790-01
^0* 1748330—C l

' -0 *3347460-0;
— 0*3530870-02

~ 0 *47262eo-c:
• 0 .5489840-02
0 *2135800-02
0*8195270-02
0*1243820-03
0*4905020-02
—0 *29382JC*02
- -0*6429270-02
0•194C82D— C1
-0 *524392D— 02
0*4054370-02
0*8255790-03
" -0.9432260-02
-0.254379C-C2
-0 *4550910—02
: —0 *4 1168 ID—02
-0*2860940-02
— 0 *50328 6D— 02
0 *2 176790-02

' 0*1591140—03
' -0*7039360-03
-0*3651290-02
0*1274240-02
0*2329180-02
^
C *2709250-02
— C *6500990—03 ‘
0*5118330-03
-0*3419040-03
~

0*2270590-02
-0 *1477510-02
0*7554110-03
-0*3629740-02
0 .*5314850-02
— 0 *126CC9D—02
0 *2099370-02
- —O *44 79190—02
0*1958890-02
—O *9996370—03
-0*3363290-02
-O*1*54210-02
— C *6006390—0 2
O *5725820—02
0*3010430-02
0*2005240-02
-0*4062020-02
0*8671150—02
0*5137020-02
0*4801690-02
—0 *10 746 30—C2
-0*4195350-02
-0*1 165410-03

-0.5216820-03
0*2591390-02
-0 .4992630-02
0.3923850-02
0 *27420 70—02
-O.7483290-02

flt<2Â.?Z£',0*S CJJ
~ - ACTUAL VALUES PLCTTEO WITH (♦)
FITTEC VALUES PLOTTED WITH <*»

o VALUES
0.1338530-02
ti. 104C490-03

0#6I625ÊO«C4

C.3005300—02
0.6251350-02
0.1170520-01
0.5652460-02
0.2677470—C2
0.5466270—02
0.8361420—02
0.7932710-02
0.2216840—02
0.7808550^02
0.6487870—02
0.7840390-02
0.4619990—02
0.9575030-02
0.7831590-02
0.9746720-02
0.8479630-02
0.7097130—02
0.9423930-02
0.1253640-01
0.7111020-02
0.9619160-02
0.108592D-C1
0.9773570-02
0.1499860-01
0.1503160-01
0»15024 70—01
0.1426260-01
0.1445370-01
0.1T10340-CI
0.1054S10-01
0.6855320—02
0.1074190-01
0. 1355490—0 t
0.e420800-02
0.69502 80—C2
0.1366070—01
0.1208600-01
0.4C15250-04
0.1389280-01
0.1153130-01
0. 1856690^01
0.2447760-01
0.2341790-01
0.2943730-01
0.2671610-01
0.2492320—C1
0.2635700-01
0.1838520-01
0.1531950-01

0* 1512970-01
0. 1507S80—01
0. 1229340-01
0.7160640-02
0.1341380-01
0. 1582970-01

RESIDUALS

-0.93852*0-0:
0.29595tD-C:
0.2616300-03
—0.2305300—C2
— 0 .4051350—92
-0.45C519D-02
-0 .2852460-02
-0.1774660-03
-0 .2566270-02
• O .4261420-02
0.2606720-01
0.2821610-02
—0.1008550—02
—0.2187870—C2
-0 .7780390-02
0 .3360010—02
0.42497 50— C 3
0.1168410-02
-0.1746720-02
-0 .6479630-02
— 0 .9713040—C4
0.5760650-02
" -0 .3526290-02
0.2888980-02
0 .t2a082D-C2
0.1140760*02
0.2226430-02
—C .2998620—02
0.2968230—02
-0.2024740-02
— 0.262 6 490 —C3
0.5462730-03
-0.1103360-02
—0 *5450 510—C2
0 .6 1 4 46 60—C 2
-0 .47 A 1880-02
0.445051D— 03
-0.3420800-02
0.1149720*02
—0.5660720—02
-0 .5005970-02
0.9955850-02
—C.589282D-C2
0.746 665D—02
0.1433060—02
-0.1477650-02
‘ -0.1417920-02
0.3562660-02
0.2839480-03
0.7076830-02
'—0.2256970—02
—O.2385220—02
0.1680500-02

Q .3ST0*290— C 2
0.9242150-03
-0.6293440-02
0.7839260-02
0.1586150-02
-O.S8297CD-C2

ACTUAL VALUES PLOTTED WITH <♦!
FITTED VALUES PLOTTED WITH <*>
0 VALUES

. .. .

i

RESIDUALS

*

C# 5245870-03
Ç# 8839450-03
C* 9848910—03
0 6189750-02
0*1651220-03
0*A86a6lO«02
0#43930 20—02
0*4644620—02
3#2873490—02
0*8024790—02
0* 153 3 0 70- 01
0*9407020—02
0*2928690-02
0*3509030—02
0*9141910-02
0* 7549390-02
0*1171340-01
0*9146980-02
0*1147860-01
0*5131860-02
0* 5126460-02
0* 1050440-01
0*1132450-01
0*111 9710—Cl
0*8249240-02
0* 9433170-02
0*1197750-01
0*1489510-01
0.1773060-01
0 * 13010 60—01
0*1217830-01
0*1662800-01
0*1194310-01
0*9741560-02
0.9970630-02
0*7901910-02
0*1254180-Cl
0*1029250-01
0.5311920-02
0*1383260-01
0*1184890-01
0*1017730-02
0*1528940-01
0*1136240-01
0*1822470-01
0*2239800-01
0*2493720-01
0*3012980-01
0•2803210—01
0*2891410-01
0*2469580-01
0*1901010-01
0* 1657840-01

-O *1245870-03
0*1283950—02
—0 *6848910***03
— 0 *5489750—02
0*2034880—C2
0.2331390-02
-0.2093020-02
0 *714462D—02
-0*9734860-03
-0 *3924790-02
0.1866930-01
-0*6907020-02
0 *2871310-02
0*7909680-03
-0*9081910-02
0 *4506060-03
-0*1713350-02
-0 *1469780-03
-0.3478600-02
-0*3131660-02
0 *1873540-02
— O *5044350—03
-0*2324550-02
-0 *1197100-02
0*2750760-02
0*2566530-02
0*2245280-04
-0*2895070-02
0*2193770-03
— 0 *1064910— 04
0 *182170D—02
-0.1628000-02
0*4056870-02
0 *2584350—03
0*3029370-02
-0*1901910-02
0*1458190-02
-0*5292490-02
0*2688080-02
-O *5832770-02
-0*4848920-02
0*8982270-02
-0*7269440-02
0*7637610-02
0*1775260-02
0*6020340-03
—0 *2937180—C2
0*2870150^02
-0*1032120-02
0*3085920-02
-0 *6957600-03
-0*3010110-02
0*4216120-03

0*1764170-01
0* 1 435350—C1
0* 1134510^01
0* 104 7590-01
0*1166600-01
0*1739270-01

0*135,8230-02
0 *1646550-02
-0*5345120-02
0*4524090-02
0 *33340.10-02
—0 * 73 9 267D—0 2

.

A£GA£SSi<3*t (**)

;

VALUES

ACTUAL

VALUES

PLOTTED

FITTED

VALUES

PLOTTED

■ tnw-pr-'

W! rw
IlfH

<♦)
(*)

:.Tl^ZT^ZTl^^ZZ

7

RESIOUALS

w'»*' *.

0*1756270-01
0* 1620070-01
0*1456290-01
0*1855090-C1
0* 1667400*01
0* 143561D—01
0*1477010-01
0*1571790-01
0*1859730-01
0•20772CO—01
0.2285010-01
0*2127580-01
0* 1865790-01
0*1916840-01

0 *5338020-0
0*4CeC9CD-C2
0 *7851750—C
0*3518760—C2
0 *22748 70—C2
0.5828390-02
0*5747040—02
0*376 1480—C 2
>0*1 654160—0 2
0 *3939910—C2
•0 *333443C-C2
'0 «4649600-02
0*8128520-03
•0*2236100-02
•0*1248980-03
•0.300CC50-C3
0*1529290*02
•0*7245950-02
0 *1364870-02
0 *9388710—03
0.5710570-04
0 *1541770-02
•0*4297700-02
0*2596690-02
0 *1312810*02
•0*1959730-02
0*1616080—C2
-0*2541030-02
0*1633320-02
-0*4136810-03
0*6651210-03
-0*1637900-02
0*1101180-02
-0.1388480-02
—0 • 157 6 5 CO— C 2
0*3134140-02
0*3197870-03
-0*3063530-02
0*73791 ID—CJ
0*3437330-02
-0*1200690-02
-0*1562890-02
0*4491020-03
-0 .3673970-02
0*2*43910-02
0 *5229880-02
0*2232090-02
-0*4597290-02
0 *22744 80-02
0*3149870-02
-0*2275790-02
0*1342110-02
-0*1168380-02

0* 1932180-01
0* 1820970-01
0*1782310-01
0* 1776010-01
0*1532680-01
0* 1483790—C1

0*6781500-03
0.791279D-C3
-0 .8231240-03
—0 *176 C 070—0 2
0 *1673160-C2
0 *162075D-03

b.«43a02O-*02
Ü# 74 191 00^02
5051 750—02
0*648 1240«02
0.472S13D-02
0* 4428390—02
0*6952960*02
0*1013850-01
0*8854160-02
0*7460090-02
0.1173440-01
0*1304960-01
0*1051290-01
0*1203610—Cl
0*1232490-01
0*1230000-01
0*1147020-01
0.9724590-02
0*1163510-01
0*8061130-02
0*1094290-01
0* 1245820— C1
0*1529770-01
0*1440330-01
0*176872D-01
0*1595970-01
0* 1738390-01
0*1654100-01
0*1836670-01
0*1741370-01
0*1433490—Ot
0*1063790-01
0*1289880-01
0*1938850-01
0*1357650-01
0*1786590-01
0*1768020-01
0*1706350-01

0•1526210—01

4BGABSS l'a*f (f)
ACTUAL
FITTED

VALUES
VALUES

PLOTTED VllTH C+>
PLOTTED WITH (*>
RESIDUALS

Q V-LLcS
;.4S5C 380^1

cHSl7270-)2
516243560-02
*7^44500—02
Ô.82677tD~C2
C.87261£0-02
C. 9361650-^2
€•9176020-02
0 •1064900*0 1
0»1C64840-CI
0*1 14C67D-Û 1
0•X 26 3 6 30—01
0.120A72D-0 1
C•1286950-01
C*6700240-1 2
C•1222490—01
0•9807660-02
U*9418480*0 2
C•X154940—91
0*1 578580—*! I
0« 1636970-01
0•1761760—01
0*154A630-Cl
0*1633630—01
C.1719190-01
0*1771990-01
C*1770760^01
0 #14255 50-01
C•1C69970-C1
C.13C78C0-01
Ô .1744940-^11
C#1415960-01
0.1777150^0 1
0.1831180-01
0.17C5210-01
C . 1598380-C1
C . 164 1410-01
C•16© 45 4 0—01
0*12326:0-31
0*1628830-01
0.1 4810 70^1
0*1561740-01
0•1747570-0 1
0.18Cr610—31
C • 189 4 6 ED -0 1
0 #19662 40—0 1
0.2126240—)l
. 0.213713C-01
0.18310 SO—? t
C.2025380-01
F

C *2008450-01
C.16422:0-01
0•16533l0—0l
3•ltoi 1940-0l
0*1624210-01
16*3350-0 1

—C • 4850 330—** «
0 *62 1 4 790'*0<
—0*6880240-C*
C .4125690-**?
0*1C 82730 *02
—C.9643 330—“ 2
0•5255500—02
0*5612290** * 2
»*C • 1528 160—Vr
0*2C13350
*•0.7760 200-0 2
-0.22490AD-*2
-0*9433890-02
-r . 1 606 660 ^'2
. 4362 640—0 3
-0*4721760MT4

C. 1305290 <3
'*.2397610 *03
0.675C960-02

—0 « 85 76 61 0— ■ 3

0*15ei52D-r2
0*2450630^2
—0 *4785830-02
0.6303120-23
0.1182370^02
-0.14 46 23 0—02
Q .2663 70Û-C2
—2.3191 9r 0*4*2
0.2280110-02
•*0.70 760 50—0 3
0.7444860—03
-0.1699 720—02
0.9723050-03
0.5505 93 0—'*3
-0.2159530-^2
0.3223470^2
-0.3108420-03
-C .30 52060-*:2
0*161832 0—2 4
0*2535890 «<*2
-0•1645420-C2
C. 674* 330-**3
0.6117160-03
-0*1810680-02
0*1382640-02
0*2524290-02
-C* 6111 850-05
-0.4946550-^2
0.1137630-^2
0.47176CO-C2
-0*2371330-02
0 • 163951 0*-* 2
-0 • 2253 840“*3 2

-0.8452550-C4
0.2567970-*2
-0 •l 53? C60**3 2
-0.1194330-^3
C•757d740«03
r
# I433490** 2

j jféaASScta* ÇC)
:
:

...

,

—

„
JACTUAL VALUES PLOTTED WITH <♦)"ZTZ
, ~ . FITTED VALUES PLOTTED *ITH (*)

0 VALUES

RESIOUALS

o«268aceca»oi
0*2662960-01
0*144290
0*24,33050-01
0*3656570-01
C.225l73O»0l
C • 8 6 012 SO—0 3
0*5556470-01
0*2913350-01
0*115898
0*7483780-02
0*3579000-01
0*1€73C 40—01
0*1579730—01
0*3115550-01
0*2571520-01
0*8995170-01
0*3190690-01
0*3577440-01
0*5021900-02
• 0*32587£0—01
0*5031010-01
0*1227140-02
0*9574740—01
0*6427570-01
0*12C9140-01
0*1534870—01
0*3154170-01
0*6552730-01
0*66C7720«01
0*152584
0*3705220-01
0*6766540-01
0*8007340-02
0*2655570-02
0*5525340-01
0•4 3 C 3 C 20—01
0*115741
0.3eS3170-01
0*37950lü—01
0*4575130-01
0*1055360-01
0*6455040-01
0•2C 856 C
0*222326
0*4580760-01
0*2763450-01
0*51676 CU—92
0*2121610-01
0*7371130-01
0*4837110—01
0*8837440-01
0* 17946 SD-01

0.1522980-01
0*7810660-02
0.3878320-01
0.6C8C27D-01
0*2455610-01
0 *316 4200—01

0* 3277940—O'
. 0*7629 560—02
—0*1429030—01
. . «*—0•52663ID—01
0 *4258570—01
-0*8617340-02
0*2760120-02
«0*9264680-02
-0*6913390-01
—0*1589820—01
0*107484
-0*2979000-01
. —0*6730400—02
.... 0*2579 730-01
0*6600530-02
.«0 * 64 71 520**01
0*7600830-01
0*1990690-01
0*4077440—01
0*1197810—Cl
-0*2196780-01
-0*1631010-01
- . -0*8772860-02
0*2225260^01
-0*2572030—01
-0*5903640—02
™-0*6348650^02
0*4754170-01
—0*7927340—02
-0*3707720-01
0*6801550-01
-0*4105220^01
-0*5366540-01
* 0*1299270-01
- . 0*4340 430—C2
-0*6593440-02
-0*1396980-01
0.8258670-02
0*5 453170—01
—0*4269010^01
-0.3175130-01
0*3755380-01
0*14 49590=»02
0*2303950-01
0*6467400-01
-0*9319220-01
0*5634540-02
0•2216 760—01
-0*6216100-02
. 0.5288740-02
■0*483711 0—01
—0* 8837440*»01
0*1794350-01
.

i.

.

V

0*1522980-01
-0*7810660-02
0*3878320—01
-0*6080270—01
-0*2455610-01
-0*3164200-01

/f£C*ZSSÏCAt (î)
ACTUAL VALUES' PLOTTED WITH* 4 1
. FITTED VALUES PLOTTED WITH <*)
> VALLES
0*4925440—01

Ê* 7 167510-02

•2CO0320-03
0*127693
0*1301 6 30—0 1
0*1937610-02
3*26d76 10-01
3.55C892D-02
3 *6396570—01
0*1198490-0 1
0«4 378C 70—0 1
0*3 17 63SO«:01
0*4C5C79Q-0l
0*1669080-01
0*1315300^0X
C • 77212 ID—O 1
0*1 629040—0 1
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CONCLUSION
The determination of wages and prices constitutes an
important field of applied econometrics as well as a very
relevant topic in that context of changing economic
conditions we have been experiencing since the beginning
of the present decade.

Econometric literature in that

field is assuredly vast and sophisticated, but the
tracking ability and the predictive quality of these studies
are by now somewhat doubtful, for most of them embody two
serious flaws s
— their sample periods don't cover many quarters in
the seventies,
— most of the time series privileged one independent
variable (labor market pressure variable or inflationary
expectations variable).
We legitimately questioned the relevance of such a
choice in a recessionary-inflationary context the origins
of which are manifold, since 1969.
Subsequenlty we decided to increase the number of
observations covering recent quarters and to expand the
set of explanatory variables.
After having provided the reader with a formal justi¬
fication of our choice of independent variables we ran
two set of regressions, one with SHAZAM and one with
FEDEASY.

SHAZAM having diagnosed several technical

difficulties: autocorrelation, multicollinearity, limited
number of degrees of freedom impairing likelihood tests;
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we tried to fix them up with FEDEASY.
We selected an adequate procedure, a joint combination
of a Cochrane-Orcutt iterative procedure and ALMON lags.
This technique yielding results purged from autocorrelation,
multicollinearity, heteroskedasticity, and increasing the
number of degrees of freedom.
Once these issues cleared, we could still explain a
substantial part of the variance of our dependent variables
in five regressions out of ten ran with FEDEASY.
The main finding of this investigation is the existence
of a medium-term positively sloped inflation-unemployment
relationship.

That way we expanded the already impressive

cohort of inflation-unemployment functions...
We ultimately suggested, from a micro-economic stand¬
point, that the observed phenomenon could be due to an
overwhelming dominance, in a stochastic environment, of
risk-neutral firms having concave profit functions.
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